
The Prof - Ronald Illingworth

I first knew the man who would eventually become my boss and mentor,
at the introduction to my three month student Paediatric run.    Unlike
most of the Clinical Runs in the Fifth year, where you were lucky to get
the junior lecturer to give the introduction, in Paediatrics the Professor
himself  was waiting for us on the first morning of the run.  

We were a motley group ranging from a pack of anti-authority mockers
and questioners of the system, to a band of  Christian girls who only ever
echoed  the  thoughts  of  their  hero,  Roddy,  a  handsome  but  secretly
devious public school product*.    The other public school product in our
group of twenty was Frank, a  West Indian giant  who was extremely
useful in a scrap despite being of a pacific nature.   When drinking in our
local pubs, which contained many of the hard men of the Steel Works, it
was not unusual  to hear Frank summoned by the words 'Hey Sambo,
Give us a song', which he then did to their absolute astonishment as he
would render the Eton Boating  song (the alternative version) in perfect
Upper Class accent.     He was then usually bought many drinks by the
hard  men.    Frank  was  also  useful  when  local  Pub  Entertainer,  Joe
Cocker the Blues Singer,  leapt off the mantlepiece during one of his
more intense numbers and crashed into a mixture of drinks, drinkers and
tables (Hear more of Joe in my story 'Wet Saturday in Sheffield”). Frank
was always the first to help pick him up and unpick broken glass from
his person. 
* Roddy had secretly been promised by his father that if he remained
sober and celibate whilst at Medical School he would be presented with a
Jaguar XK 150 sports car on graduation.   At this juncture Roddy turned
into the nearest approximation of Errol Flynn we ever had in Yorkshire

Secretly impressed that the Prof should honour us by his presence, we
did not attempt our usual try-ons when encountering a new teacher but
listened to him as he outlined why Child Health, rather than Paediatrics
was the Department's ethos, and how Babies and Children  were mostly



well, and needed just a little help occasionally to remain well.   This was
astounding news  as we had spent long years being indoctrinated with the
ideas of disease, pathology and death which the the other Specialities
reveled in.   We were even more astounded when he asked each of us to
tell him a little about our background and seemed genuinely interested.
As he was the most published man in the University and had written a
definitive  series of  books for  Parents  and Doctors  about  Normal  and
Abnormal Child Development and Health, we never expected to see him
again but week after week he gave us our formal group teaching, only
occasionally setting the Readers and Senior Lecturers on us.

However  the  Prof  as  he  was  known  to  everybody  at  the  Children's
Hospital, was the exact opposite of a 1960's trendy feelie.   He had been
a  Medical  Officer  in  the  Desert  Campaign  and  had  a  regimented
approach to life.  He came from a strict Methodist background and had a
work ethic that was initially incomprehensible.    He always left work
around four pm but started at seven, long before any of his colleagues.
Eventually when I became a member of the Department  I found that he
was always at home in the late afternoon at specified times so that his
now adult  children could be sure of contacting him by phone if  they
needed  him.    His  down-to-earth  approach  applied  throughout  his
professional and private life.   At his interview for his post in the late
nineteen-forties it was pointed out to him that Professors of Paediatrics
were expected to be married.   He assured the Appointing Board that he
would be married within the year.   His approach to finding a wife was
entirely typical – he advertised for House Physicians (female) to come
and work for him.  He interviewed six, filled the two spaces for House
Physicians with the best two ,and then evaluated them over the next six
months not  only for their  suitability  as  Paediatricians but  also as life
partners.   He selected one, married her and they had a happy, productive
and lasting marriage until death.

Being  another  Yorkshireman  I  never  found  his  directness  anything
unusual, but it grated on southern sensibilities.  It took our new Matron,

an intelligent titled beauty from the South, months to work out that when
he said something outrageous, that he wasn't joking, but being honest.
When I was part of his team his standard reference was 'This man (or
woman)  worked  for  me  for  six  months  without  causing  any  major
problems'.    He addressed everybody by their surname, even his senior
colleagues,  until  they  had  been  twenty  years  or  so  in  the  'firm'.
Throughout his life he genuinely believed the whole team should share
the work and when he was at his most famous and received invitations
from all over the world, would rarely accept them because he didn't like
to add extra work onto the rest of us.  

Because  our  department  examined  Saudi  Arabian  and  other  Middle
Eastern candidates for Paediatric Specialisation we had a lot of contact
with the Middle East and quite often had patients flown in urgently by
private  plane  from Riyadh.     I  got  used to  hurriedly  setting  off  for
Manchester Airport to meet a totally covered and distraught Arab mother
with a silent babe in her arms.    Rarely did the father accompany what
was usually a minor princess but there were always a bevy of chaperones
including a real heavy in robes straight from 'Lawrence of Arabia' who
was the translator and front man.   The Prof, although he did his twice
weekly ward rounds, once he had selected and trusted his team, never
interfered in the day to day management of patients so it was up to me
and my opposite number to sort out these important visitors.    They were
not easy to deal with as the 'chaperones' only translated what they wanted
us to  be  told.   Furthermore  they were  heavily  armed,  usually  with  a
Webley Revolver and knives under their robes, as I discovered when we
asked for them to pay their accommodation as private patients.   This
they would only do  to a male and I often had to receive the money as the
hospital accounts staff were all female.   The chaperone would hoist up
his robes revealing his armaments and all, and then fish in a variety of
pouches and money belts to produce ready cash.     This was often in a
strange mixture of Sterling, American and French Currency and on one
occasion Sovereigns.   The Prof on his  rounds would chat confidently to
the chaperone with a few words of Arabic from his desert war past and



then ask us to present the case.   On one notable occasion I had to tell
him that the babe was suffering from a form of congenital syphilis that
was  indirectly  transmitted  from  camels.    This  was  one  of  the  few
occasions when the father had accompanied his wife and babe, and the
Prof in his Methodist rage and disbelief turned to the father  and said
something that we later understood was the Arabic Equivalent of 'Camel
Bugger', and stalked out, refusing to see the princeling  ever again.

The Prof believed in 'propelling' his team members and I twice made the
mistake of signing pieces of paper  that he had mostly completed.  As a
result I ended up in Oxford one year performing pure research and in
Cleveland, Ohio the next year seeing the marvels that were the Cleveland
Clinic  at  one  end of  town and dealing  with  premature  babies  whose
mothers were 11 years old at the other.  However once in the Prof's team
you never left his influence and he would propel you up the ladder in his
own Department, mostly be his expectations which you stood no chance
of not achieving.

When  not  at  work,  with  the  family  or  writing,  Prof  was  a  superb
photographer and member of the Royal Photographic Society.   He was
not  a  naturally  social  person but  never  missed  the  Annual  Children's
Hospital Ball (we still had a formal ball then  filling the Cutler's Hall
with  whirling  doctors,  students  and  the  nurses  in  their  long,  Audrey
Hepburn dresses) but he always left at 10-00 pm as he was an early riser.
He spent much of his life raising funds for the New Children's Hospital
but when the Queen came to open it and had a formal dinner with him,
the staff and contributors, we had to do much persuading at 10-00 pm to
prevent him causing a breach of protocol by leaving the table before the
Royal Party.   The same happened at the Retirement Dinner we gave him,
which he was reluctant to have happen at all.

When he retired he bought an old caravan and spent much of his time
driving around the  mining villages of  South Yorkshire  offering  'well-
child clinics' to the underprivileged.    After the team was broken up and

I  came to  New Zealand,  I  still  got  a  letter  from him exactly  once  a
month, where in telegrammatic style he told me what was happening in
the Paediatric World in the UK and of his own activities.     I  wasn't
specially selected – he did the same for the other twelve people who'd
constituted his  team over the years and the letters continued until  his
death whilst cross-country skiing in Norway in his Seventies.

While not exactly a conventional role model, the Prof showed traits of
honesty, directness and a dedication to hard work and openness  which
meant that you were always exactly sure  where you stood with him.
Parent's and children always got a square deal from him and although not
exactly  cuddly,  children  took  to  him.      Watching  him perform his
famous developmental test - 'A little Piece of Paper and Five Bricks' with
a toddler was watching a  Master at work and he would produce accurate
diagnoses in minutes that took other experts  hours to perform and with
less exactitude.

We, his staff, colleagues  and his tens of thousands of patients and  book
readers were privileged to know and be influenced by the Prof.   His like
is unlikely to be met with again.
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